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Beginning in the sixties, along with the traditional formula of Lorentz con
traction another one is discussed (see, e.g., 11 )), according to which the longi
tudinal sizes of moving objects must on the contrary increase. At one time the 
concept of relativistic (radar) length (the consequence of which is the elongation 
formula) raised considerable objection. Now, in contradistinction to time retar
dation, the behaviour of the longitudinal sizes is in fact considered to be defined 
in large part by measuring way, the choice of which is a matter of taste. How
ever, one absolutely loses sight of the fact that the character of the field be
haviour of a moving charge is closely connected with the transformation lav/ of 
space sizes. Moreover, at the present time one in fact operates with two corres
ponding presentations of f:~ld. Incomprehension of this gave rise to the discus
sion of the electric field of a neutral current — carrying ring in the sixties (see, 
e.g., | 3 -51) . 

According to the generally accepted opinion, the electric field of a flying 
charge has, as known, the form of oblate revolution ellipsoid; and this picture 
leans directly upon the contraction formula. Within the alternative approach 
which leans upon the retarded Lienard-Wiechert potential equipotential sur
faces arc also of the form of revolution ellipsoid but only prolate in the direction 
of motion [1 |. 

Below, starting with the Coulomb potential, we show that the demand of 
relativistic covariance eliminates the first possibility and, taking into account 
the action retardation of the electromagnetic field, leads simply to the Lienard-
Wiechert potentials. 

2. LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION 
OF THE COULOMB POTENTIAL 

As known, the Lienard-Wiechert potentials 16,7 1 were obtained as a con
sequence of the solution of the wave equation. Below we come to them due to the 
«relativization» of the Coulomb potential. 

Thus, we issue from the Coulomb potential for a charge at rest 

Ф*=е/Я* (1) 

(S*-system). Remind that it is also named a scalar potential. This is connected 
with that in the language of Euclidean geometry R* is a scalar (the square root 
of scalar square) 
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/?*=(R*R*)1/2=(-*X)'/2' (2) 

where a — 1, 2, 3, Ra is the radius-vector (3-vector) of distance. 
For transition to the reference system (5), where the charge is moving with 

the speed v =/3c, we avail ourselves of the Lorentz transformation. For this 
purpose, we take into account that within the 4-represenlation the electric po
tential is the time component of the 4-vector Л1

л= (Ф*, 0, 0, 0). From this we gel 

ф = E _ _ = i>l. (3) 
R*(\-P2)U2 R 

As A'= и'Ф*, where ul is the 4-speed of a charge, in the language of the 4-repre-
sentation the denominator must evidently be a Lorentz scalar. In so doing, the 
natural generalization of (2) is 

R*= ( - R[R*)X/2= ( - /?0?.)1/2, (4) 

where Rl is the 4-vector of a corresponding distance that has the time component 
R — cT in the general case. Thus, one can say that the relativistic generaliza
tion of the scalar (2) is an interval (the square root of four-dimensional scalar 
square). 

2.1. The traditional potential. It is usually obtained (see, e.g., |8,9 1) 

R*= {R2
±+ y2R2^n= Ry(\ -(52sm2e)U2 (5) 

on the basis of the inverse Fitzgerald-Lorentz formula R* = R у and R*±= R±-
Whence it appears 

Ф = 1—У~Тп- ( 6 ) 

R(l -/32sin20)' / 2 

As is easily seen, in accordance with the generally accepted presentations, from 
(6) it follows that the equipotential curves of the electric field of a moving charge 
take the form of oblate ellipses. However, it is necessary to pay attention to the 
following. For the transition of expression (4) in the 5*-system to (2), one 
should assume that the time item /Л?*= с Т2= 0, i.e. R®, is a purely space 
(instant) vector. 

2.2. The «alternative» potential. Taking into account this condition on the 
basis of the Lorcntz transformation for the longitudinal component, wc get 

R = (Л*-Ь v-0)y — R* у (the elongation formula). (7) 
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As a result, after substituting R* = R у into (5) instead of (6), we have abso
lutely another expression for the electric potential of a moving charge 

" R(\ -p2cos26)]/2' 
But the most substantial for us here is that the equality T*= 0, following from 
the demand of relativistic covariancc, means the impossibility of realization of 
the corresponding equality T = 0. And the contraction formula used above to 
derive formula (6) leans just on this known condition. The validity of the gene
rally accepted presentation of the moving charge field in the form of oblate ellip
soid is thereby called in question. 

2.3. The Lienard-Wiecherl potential. Above we examined the «purely 
mathematical aspect» of rclativization of the Coulomb potential assuming (one 
can say not thinking) that the 4-vcctor of distance R' is a space-like one. But how 
much does it comply with physical requirements? 

In order to answer this question, we remind of the following. As early as 
1727 Bradley discovered the aberration phenomenon — the reflection of stars 
light [ 10 |. As it turned out, the aberration angle is defined by the light distance 
(L), i.e. the distance between the points which different time instants 
correspond to, the retardation degree being T = L/c . In other words, we have 
here the light 4-vector L' which time component L = L. But as established 
afterwards, the process of light propagation is a variety of the common 
phenomenon of electromagnetic waves propagation. Another variety is the 
propagation of charge electric field. However, in the framework of the former 
invariant (4) wc cannot all the same transit to R* even now, i.e. leaning upon 
light or retarded distances. This condition is fulfilled if only instead of (4) we 
take another invariant (see, e.g., 111 ]) 

R*=\L*=uiL*=uiL.. (9) 
0 * ; i 

Here u't= (1,0, 0, 0) and L' is the 4-vector of light or retarded distance 

L'= (CT, Rr). In the S-systcm the time component L obviously corresponds to 
the propagation time of an electromagnetic wave from a moving source to an 
observation point. Otherwise, this time is equal to the distance R divided by the 
speed of field propagation 

T = Rrlc. (10) 

I лит on they were named retarded ones 
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As a result, taking into account that ulL. = -/R + ff'y Rr, we come to the 
Lienard-Wiechert potential 

Ф,ш = • (11) 
LW R + (flRr 

r ! a 
Remind that the denominator can also be presented as a product R к, where A: is 
the known «retardation factor». 

Let us note that the «relativization» of the Yukawa potential can be put in an 
absolutely analogous way (see, e.g., |1 |), although in this case a possible 
difference of the propagation speed of a nuclear field from the light speed should 
be taken into account. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The «rclalivization» of the Coulomb potential by means of writing down the 
3-scalar distance square in the relativistic covarianl form (as the interval 
square) eliminates the use of the contraction formula. Thus, the validity of the 
generally accepted presentation of the moving charge field in the form of sphc-
sroid is called in question. Taking into account retardation of electric field using 
the 4-vcctor of light distance leads simply to the Licnard-Wiechert potential. 

The author thanks M.S.Khvaslunov for fruitful discussions. 
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Стрельцов В.Н. Д2-93-437 
Потенциалы Лиенара — Вихерта как следствие 
лоренц-преобрагювания потенциала Кулона 

Рассматривается вывод потенциала электрического поля движущегося 
заряда как результат «релятивизации» кулоновского потенциала. Учет 
требования лоренц-ковариантности и эффекта запаздывания действия 
электромагнитного поля с необходимостью приводит к потенциалам Лие
нара — Вихерта. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 
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Strcl'tsovV.N. D2-93-437 
Licnard — Wiechert Potentials as a Consequence 
of Lorentz Transformation of Coulomb Potential 

A derivation of the electric potential of a moving charge as a result of the 
«relativization» of the Coulomb potential is considered. The account of the 
Lorentz-covariancc demand and the action retardation of the electromagnetic 
field with necessity leads to the Lienard — Wicchcrt potentials. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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